THE BEST SONGS OF ARTHUR S. SULLIVAN

Birds in the Night, Lullaby 40
Let me dream again 40
My Dearest Heart 35
O my Charmer 35
The Chorister 40
The same, with Organ or Harmonium 50
They are weary 50
Where is another Sweet 50
The Last Chord 40
The same, with Organ 50
Will He come? 40
Looking back 40
Once Again 35
What does little Birdie say? 30
The Snow lies white 40
And God shall wipe away all Tears 35
Orpheus with his Lyre 50
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Allegro con brio
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Realization

Wrote by
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Moderato
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To my good friend Basil Waters

A Little Way to Walk with You

Paul L. Hester

Andante semplice

Voice

Piano
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The Lassie I Love Best

Robert Bencz

Allegro giustissimo
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